
2.4 (Eugene Limb) Both the set up and the reflection in this response are exemplary, as is 
the clarity of the researcher’s observations and the way in which they are presented.  Of 
special note is the addition of a sequence of photos that communicate specific positions 
and behaviors in a highly efficient and very informative way.  Because of the way in 
which they are framed, the student does not need to use any other technique to call out 
the body part in question.  Note that while there are quite a few line drawings in the field 
notes that were obviously serving a purpose for the researcher during the observation 
session, he did not feel it necessary or possibly even useful to include them in the final 
report.  The notes, themselves, have a lovely call-out mechanism: arrows literally 
pointing out some aspect of the drawing or written notes to which he especially wanted to 
bring his own attention. 



Eugene Limb
Date of report: September 15, 2009
Date of observation: September 8, 2009
Duration of observation: 1 hour 11:53am - 12:53pm
Location of observation: Lincoln Park Zoo - Gorilla House

Objective - Temporal Mapping I
Select a slower-moving individual. Create a temporal map of their movement 
using temporal benchmarks, focusing on one body part.

Preface
The Gorilla House was bustling at the time I entered and throughout my 
one-hour stay. There was a regular stream of couples and families with small 
children that walked through, pausing to watch and comment on the various 
primates living there. In front of Kwan’s habitat, there was a fairly loud 
chatter of people, many point-and-shoots and cellphones taking pictures, 
and children climbing over the faux-tree trunk planted next to the glass. 
The outdoors was a pleasant and sunny 70-some degrees, so I did not expect 
weather to be a strong factor in keeping the troop inside.

In setting out with the objective we had this morning, I had immediately 
hoped to observe Bulera as she was my primary subject the prior week. She 
was intriguing in spite of her relative calmness and I felt I had started to 
grow an early affinity towards her. As it turned out, however, upon arriving 
at the Gorilla House she was lying down in one of the higher level platforms 

11:53 Left foot tucked under body. Kwan sat cross-legged facing large tree 
trunk. (Ground on which he’s sitting is primarily comprised of what 
looks like wood chips and a mixture of some sort of dirt)

11:55 Foot tucked under body again. He’s now sitting against stump, but 
still facing inward at large trunk.

12:00 Repositioned body; left leg outstretched. Foot is open now and left 
arm, which was stretched out for support, now folded against chest.

 [photo 1]

12:01 Repositioned again. Left foot is tucked back under body. Kwan is 
leaning his whole upper body forward with his elbows planted on the 
ground for support.

12:04 Repositioned... Left foot stretched out again... This time it’s slightly 
closed. [photo 2] Left arm stretched out again.

12:06 Kwan got up. Walked 2 steps. Left foot appeared to be closed in 
fist during walking. Just stood on all fours. Left foot much more 
contorted than right foot (which was flat on the floor).

12:08 He sat on branch/log. Only his left foot was tucked underneath his 
body while his right foot rested on the ground.

 He then sat back down and leaned against the branch/log and 
the stump. Cross-legged. Left foot under body again. Left hand 
outstretched to grip branch. [photo 3]

12:17 Took one step to reposition himself against stump again. Used left foot 
to support and push his body.

12:23 Repositioned again: left foot out [photo 4], torso bent over to right, 

leaning on ground with both arms.

12:31 Repositioned body to be sitting up. Left foot briefly shifted: as the 
foot was raised, the toes stretched out momentarily then tucked back 
underneath. Foot was planted on ground with no toes showing. Left 
arm resting on left knee.

12:33 Repositioned body to lean on ground with right elbow. Left foot 
shifted over: as foot was lifted, it retained fist position until last 
moment before he set it on the ground and all the toes unfolded out. 
[this is the opposite action he performed at 12:31]

12:34 He got up altogether and took couple paces to stand next to tree 
trunk. Left foot is fully outstretched [toes out] and flat on ground. 
Both feet open, both hands in fists.

12:36 Took a couple steps to sit next to tree trunk. Resumed his default 
position: cross-legged, feet tucked underneath body, arms folded and 
laid across legs.

[He always faces body in completely opposite direction from spectator glass.]

12:41 Slightly repositioned so that left arm is to his side and fist is resting 
on ground.... Slightly repositioned again and let his feet stick out... 
over the next few minutes, his left toes occasionally curled in and out. 
[photos 5, 6]

12:47 Held his right hand in his left foot. Toes wrapped around hand, fingers 
wrapped around foot.

12:48 Shifted hand so that hand wrapped around toes.

Subject: Kwan, left foot

Temporal Mapping

and did not look as if she would be leaving anytime soon. Due to her lack 
of activity and my poor vantage point, I decided I should choose a different 
member. Amare was in plain sight but, from her restlessness the week before, 
I quickly decided she may not be the ‘slower-moving individual’ I was 
looking for. Kwan was the one troop member last week that I did not observe 
very much and he was sitting right in the center of the indoor habitat, so he 
seemed a fitting choice for this day’s observations.

In turn, I chose to focus on his foot - specifically his left foot - because, 
during my observations with Bulera there was a time she gripped her own 
hand with her left foot. Of course, this immediately made me notice how 
long gorillas’ toes are and how much dexterity their feet have. I found her 
foot to be so interesting and distinct from the human foot that it really stuck 
clearly in my memory.



12:49 Left hand scratched right arm, simultaneously right hand ‘fidgeted’ 
with left foot (i.e. interplay between fingers and toes and bending of 
foot).

12:51 Got up and walked to other side of tree trunk. Picked up things to eat.

12:52 Perched onto branch/log to pee. Left foot gripped branch. Then he 

got off when he was done. With his foot flat and open on ground, he 
continued to pick up food to eat.

12:53 Walked around to various points. His left foot was closed while 
walking. Then he sat back in his default position.
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Reflection
In the time I spent observing Kwan, one large difficulty I had was knowing 
when and how to go back and forth from micro observations to macro ones. 
While I knew I was to focus on a single body part - in this case, his left foot 
- I was usually unsure how to gauge it relative to his other body parts or even 
to his surroundings in order to see rhythms of movements or temporal and 
physical constraints. At times I found myself noting the details of his toenails 
while ignoring the texture of the ground which might be causing his foot to 
contort in some of the ways it did.

Similarly, I was often torn by my notebook and my camera. Should I 
be capturing an action using pen and paper, giving me a more detailed 
description and account of my thoughts, or should I be taking a picture and 
capture a rich visual depiction that would replace pages of notes but is still 
only a single instance in time? In the end I took more notes and merely tried 
to use photography as a supplement for certain notes I took, but whether this 
was the most appropriate is unclear to me.

Another challenge I faced was that Kwan always made sure to face away 
from the glass. While he was fortunately at ground level the whole time, the 
direction of his body often hid his feet when sitting, causing me to feel that 
I was missing some significant movements and details. Was he conscious of 
facing away at all times or does he simply favour looking at the trees? This 
makes me wonder whether this will be an issue every week - or perhaps this is 
not an issue at all?

I do believe the temporal mapping helped me by giving me a structure 
for my observations and the objective of focusing on a single body part 
simplified my focus. It allowed me to make more acute observations (at 
least some, I hope) which yielded more specific questions: Why does he 
sometimes plant his foot flat on the ground with toes opened and other times 
closed? Is it uncomfortable when his foot is closed and looks contorted? Why 
did he sit up on the branch/log just to pee? In subsequent weeks, I hope to 
look out for some of these repeated behaviours and possibly see trends over 
time, if there are any. I was unable to determine any natural or artificial 
temporal patterns in the hour I was there, so I hope to be more keen on these 
in the weeks to come. Additionally, I hope to improve my practice of macro/
micro observations: noting a behaviour and quickly zooming out to see what 
is happening in conjunction, or vice versa, to understand how everything 
affects each other.












